ABSTRACT. It is proved that every Banach space with a separable dual embeds into a space with a shrinking basis. It follows that every separable reflexive space can be embedded in a reflexive space with a basis.
Introduction.
A basis {xn}^=y of a Banach space X is called shrinking if its biorthogonal functionals {x* }f£=y span the whole dual space X*. The basis is called boundedly complete if, for every sequence of numbers {an}^Ly, X^i anxn converges whenever supn || 52"=1 a,Xi\\ < oo. It is easy to see that if {x^^Ly is a shrinking basis of X, then {x^}^=y is a boundedly complete basis of X*. Conversely, if {inj^j is a boundedly complete basis of X, then {j* }^_j is a shrinking basis of its closed linear span.
The relations between spaces with separable duals and spaces with shrinking bases, on the one hand, and the relations between spaces which are themselves separable duals and spaces with boundedly complete bases, on the other hand, have been extensively studied in the literature starting with the investigations of R. C. James in the early 1950s. For example, it is known (see [4] ) that if X* has a basis, then X has a shrinking basis (the biorthogonal functions of which form a boundedly complete basis of A*). In the same paper it is proved that X has a shrinking basis if X has a basis and X* is separable and has the bounded approximation property. It was proved in [2] that every space with a separable dual contains a subspace with a shrinking basis and, a year later, in [3] , that every separable dual contains a subspace with a boundedly complete basis. The next important step was done in [1] where it was proved that every Banach space with a separable dual is a quotient space of a space with a shrinking basis and, hence, every separable dual space embeds into a space with a boundedly complete basis. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following THEOREM. Let E be a Banach space with a separable dual E*. Then E is isomorphic to a subspace of a Banach space with a shrinking basis.
The Theorem answers Problem l.b.16 of [6] and, as explained in [1, p. 320] , it implies the following COROLLARY. Let X be a separable reflexive space. Then X is isomorphic to a subspace of a reflexive space with a basis.
The Corollary affirmatively settles Problem 1(A1) of [7] . Let M be a positive number. A subset A C X* is called an M-norming set for a subspace E C X if for every x E E M_1 sup{x*(z): x* E A} < ]\x\\ < Msup{x*(:r): x* E A}.
A is called a norming set for E if it is Af-norming for E for some M > 0. For any Banach space X, B(X) denotes the closed unit ball of X.
THE MAIN IDEAS. The long proof of the Theorem justifies a short description of the main points. The main part of the proof is the embedding of E into a space X with a basis {znl^Lj in such a way that [a£]£Li contains a w*-compact norming set T for E. Lemma 1 states that, under these circumstances, it can be assumed that r is a norming set for the whole space X. A result of Haydon [5] shows that T may be assumed to be convex and a standard separation argument then implies that [a^lSJLi = X*, concluding the proof of the Theorem. REMARK 1. The use of Lemma 1 can be replaced by the interpolation method of [1] . However, this interpolation argument is valid only if the set T is convex. So, one may first use Haydon's result to get a convex w*-compact norming set for E in [a^lJJLi and then use the interpolation method of [1] . We believe that Lemma 1 is of some interest in its own right since it may be a useful tool replacing the interpolation method when one starts with a nonconvex set, without being allowed to convexity it, and has to stick to the smallest possible norming set.
Dealing with the problem of getting the desired set (a cj*-compact norming set for E in the closed linear span of the biorthogonal functionals of some basis of a space X containing E) we face the following difficulties: in order to be norming the set needs to be quite large. On the other hand, in order to be w*-compact and containable in [z*]^, it has to be small enough. We need some concrete structure on the set T in order to make the necessary computations. This is where we use what we call a Cantor partition. Let A be a compact metric space. A collection of subsets of A, {A(ai,02,... this element 6 will be denoted by 6(ay, a2,...).
It clearly follows that limn diameter A (ay, a2,... ,a") = 0 and that every 8 E A is a 6(ay,a2,...)
for one sequence ay,a2,... with a, E Di. Note that some sets A(ay,a2,...,an) may be empty or singletons unlike the classical partition of Cantor's discontinuum.
Given a Cantor partition of A, a collection of points {8(ay,a2,... ,an): n > 1, ai E Di for 1 < i < n} is called a tree for the partition if 8(ay,a2,... ,an) E A(ai,a2,... ,an) for every n and ai E Di, 1 < i < n. The points 8(ay,a2,...
,an) will be called branch points of the tree. If 8 E A and 6 = 8(ay,a2,...)
with ai E Di then 8 = limn8(ay,a2,... ,an).
In Lemma 3 we will construct for E a w*-compact norming set A in E* which, under the w*-topology, has a Cantor partition with a tree having a rather special property: for every 8 E A, if 8 = 8(ay,a2,...), then the branch points 8(ay,a2,... ,an) converge to 8 not only in the original oj* topology of A but also in the norm topology of E*. We then embed E into a space with a basis and embed A in the dual space by a oj* -oj* continuous map which extends functionals; the above property of the branch points ensures that we get the desired norming set for E in the closed linear span of the biorthogonal functionals.
Preliminary
lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let E be a subspace of a Banach space X with a basis {in}^=1, let {x* }^Li denote the corresponding biorthogonal functionals, and assume, that for some M > 0, BQz'J^L,) contains a oj*-compact subset Q which is M-norming for E. Then E embeds into a Banach space Xy with a basis (in}™=] such that [fx*/\f£-y contains a oj*-compact norming set for the whole space Xy.
PROOF. Let Qn denote the basis nth projection defined by Qn(Y^Ly aixi) -
Y^i=yaixi-We may assume without loss of generality that, for every n, ||xn|| = ||<2n|| = ||f -Qn\\ = I (X can be equivalently renormed to have this property).
Define the following subsets of X*: with z* E Sl be so that ||(f -Q*m)Q*nij\(z*)\] > 2~m. By passing to a subsequence we may assume that oj* -limz* = z* E Sl C Gy and that {n(j)}ffLy is either a constant sequence or tends to infinity. In the first case u* is clearly in Gi while in the second one the sequence Q*nl])(z*) -z* = Q*nU)(z* -z*) + Q*n{])(z*) -z* is w*-convergent to 0. It follows that u* = (I-Q*n)(z*) E Gy. Finally, it is clear that (Jm=yHm = Um=i Hm and the conclusion FcGi follows. This proves Lemma 1.
The next lemma is a generalization of Lemma 4.1 of [9] .
LEMMA 2. Let Y be a Banach space with a shrinking basis {yn}fif=y and let {yn}n°=y denote its biorthogonal functionals. Let E be a quotient space ofY, let U: Y -> E be a quotient mapping, and put en = Uyn, n = 1,2,.... Given e > 0, there is a sequence {^n}^! C B(E*) satisfying the following two conditions: (2.1) ||e|| < (1 + e) sup" |*"(e)| for every e E E; (2.2) let A = the oj*-closure of {^^^Ly; then there is a sequence {Di}^y of finite sets of numbers such that for every 0 E A and i > 1, 0(e,) E Di.
PROOF. It is easy to see that we can find a biorthogonal system {xn,9n}^Ly where [x^^ = E and 6n E E* such that for every n > 1, en E [xj]"=1. Now use Lemma 4.1 of [9] to obtain a sequence {sPn}^ C B(E*) and a sequence {Ci}°fLy of finite sets of numbers such that for every 8 E A = u*-closure of {^n}^=y, 9(xi) E Ci for i > 1 and (2.1) holds. Since each en = YH=y Oi(en)xi, it follows that Hen) = ZtyHienMx,).
Let Dn = {£?=1 0i(en)ct: c% E C" 1 < i < n} then {f?n}^_j are the desired sets.
LEMMA 3. Let E be a Banach space with a separable dual space E*. Then there is a oj*-compact subset A of B(E*) such that the following conditions are satisfied: (2.3) for every eE E sup{<p(e): tp E A} < ||e|| < 2 sup{<p(e): tp E A};
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2.4) under the oj*-topology, A has a Cantor partition {A(ai, a2,... ,an): n > 1, ai E Di, 1 < i < n} with a tree {e*(ay,a2,... ,an) E A: e*(ay,a2,... ,an) E A(ay,a2,... ,an), n > 1, a, £ Di, 1 < i < n} such that, whenever e* E A and {e*} = (XffLy A(ay,a2,... ,an) (for a particular choice of {ai}°ly with Oi E Di), ,an) if e*(ei) = at, 1 < i < n; hence, U*e* = Ylilybiy* where bi = a, for 1 < i < n. {e*} E (Xfff=1A(ay,a2,...,ari) if and only if U*e* = Y^=yaiy*-H follows that f)^=1 A(ay,a2,... ,an) is either empty or a one-point set as required. Let us now select the branch points e*(ay,a2,... ,an). If n = 1, ay E Dy and A(ai) ^ 0 let e*(ay) be an element eg °i A(ai) sucfi that W^Zil2(U*eo)(yi)y*\\ is minimal. Suppose that for every 1 < fc < n and a^ E Di, 1 < i < fc, e*(ay,a2,... ,ak) have been determined and proceed by induction as follows: Let an+i E Dn+1 and assume that A(ai,a2,...,a"+1) / 0; if e*(ax,a2,... ,an) E A(ay,a2,... ,an+1), then we put e*(ay,a2,.. .,an,an+y) = e*(ay,a2,... ,an). Otherwise let e*(ay,a2,... ,an,an+1) be an element e*y of A(ay,a2,... ,an,an+1) such that \\52'iln+2(u*eo)(yi)yi\\ is minimal. To prove that the collection {e*(ai,a2,... ,an): n > 1, a^ E Di, 1 < i < n} is the desired tree, let e* E A and assume that {e*} = H^Li A(ai,a2, ■.. ,an). There are two cases to consider: if e* = e*(ay, a2,..., a^) is itself a branch point then, by definition, for each i > fc, e*(ay,a2,... ,a{) = e*(ay, a2,... ,cifc) and so \\e* -e*(ay,a2,..., ai)\] = 0 for all i > k. If, on the other hand, e* is not a branch point, then in the sequence {e*(ay,a2,... ,ai)}fLy each element may be repeated only finitely many times. Hence there is a subsequence {i(k)}kxL1 of integers such that the elements u*k = e*(ay,a2,... ,0^)) satisfy the condition oo E (u*ui)(yn)yn (2.5) -W+1
= mini ]T (U*u*)(yn)y*n : u* E A(ax,a2,... ,al[k)) \ { n=i(k) + l J and each member e*(ai,a2,... ,an) of the above sequence is equal to an element e*(ay,a2,...,ai'k)) for some fc > 1. It will, therefore, be sufficient to show that limfc |]e* -e*(oi,o2,... ,ai(fc))|| = 0. To prove this, note e* E A(ay,a2,..., al(k))
for each fc and hence oo oo oo E W*e*)(yn)y*n = E a^n > E (U*u*k)(yn)y*n n=i(fc)+l n=i(k) + l n=i(k)+l t(fc) = r/*e*(ai,a2,...,Oi(fc)) -Ea»^n • n = l
It follows that ||e* -e*(a1,a2,...,al(fc))|| = ]\U*e* -U*e*(ay,a2,... ,ai{k))\\ oo t(fc) < E an2/« + U*e*(ay,a2,.. .,ai(fc))-E a"2/« n=i(fc) + l «=1 oo < 2 E a«^ ,-* °-
This proves Lemma 3.
Proof of the Theorem.
We first use Lemma 3 to obtain the subset A of B(E*) such that (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied. Then we embed E into G(A) using the isomorphic map V defined by (Ve)(e*) = e*(e). It follows that 5||e|| < ||Ve|| < ||e|| for all e E E and the mapping /: A ->■ G(A)* defined by (/(e*))(x) = x(e*) for every e* G A and x E C(A) is oj* -oj* continuous, i.e., if u*, u* E A and oj* limu* = u*, then limnx(u*) = x(u*) for every x E C(A) and so w*lim/(u*) = f(u*). For every subset A(oi,a2,... License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Our construction ensures that V(E) D (U^Li P«(G(A))) is norm dense in V(E).
Indeed, the sequence {e^^Ly spans E and for each n and fc > n we have that Hence |||(f -P")(z)||| < 1 + e. It follows that |||(7 -Pn)||| = 1 and therefore ll|Pn||| < 2 for all n > 1. Now consider the mapping g: G*(A) -► Zr* defined for x* G G(A) by g(x*)(z) = x*(z) for all z E Z0. We claim that g is a oj* -oj* continuous function. Indeed, for every z E Z0, \\\z\\] > ^\\z\\ hence |||<?(x*)||| < 2||x*|| and if x* = oj* limn x* in G*(A) then x*(z) = lim"x*(2) and sup||x*|| < oo.
It follows that sup|||ff(x*)||| < oo, lim" g(x*l)(z) = g(x*)(z) for all z E Z0 and so oj* -limng(x*l) = g(x*). In particular, the set Oo = g(f(A)) is a w*-compact subset of Z* and, by (2.3), we have for every e G Eo (3) (4) (5) 4_1||e||< IllVelll <IWI-Finally, we claim that Sl0 C [P^(2o)ln=i in Zq. Indeed, it follows from (3.4) that for every z* E Zq |||**||| = sup{|(/ -P*n)z*)(Ve)\: n>l,VeE B(V(E0))}.
It follows that if u e fl0 and w = g(f)(e*)) for some e* G A, where {e*} = D^Li A(ax,a2, • --,an), then for every fc > 1, by (3.1) and (3.2), |||o; -Pfc*w||| = sup{|(W -P*noj){Ve)\: n>k,VeE B(V(E0))} = sup{|(/(e*) -P;f(e*))V(e)\: n>k,VeE B(V(E0))} -» 0 as fc -> oo. This proves our claim. The space Z, having an f.d.d., can be embedded into a space X with a basis {xn}^=1 by [8] or [4] . Moreover, the embedding is done in such a way that there is a projection P of X onto Z. In addition, it is easy to see that if {x*}^! are the basis' biorthogonal functionals, then P*(P*Z*) c [x*]£Li for every n. It follows that the set Sl = P*(fio) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 and therefore there is a space Xy with a basis {xnj-^Lj containing an isomorphic copy of E and there is a w*-compact subset f C B^i^f^Ly) which is norming for the whole space Xy. Let Fc denote the w*-closed convex hull of F; then, by Theorem 3.3 of [5] , Tc C S([x*]^=1). In order to show that {xn}^=1 is a shrinking basis it suffices to prove that X* = [x*]^;. If this is not the case then there is a z* E B(X*) with the norm distance \z* -[x*JJJLi| > \ and, in particular, ]z* -rc| > £. The standard separation theorem for the w*-topology implies the existence of a z E Xy such that z*(z) > sup{y*(z): y* G Tc}. It follows that z* (z) > \z\ contradicting the fact that ]z*\ < 1. This proves the Theorem. REMARK 2. The use of [8] or [4] in the last part of the proof is quite artificial. In fact, there is a natural basis of C(A) the usual projections {Qn}f£Ly of which could be used instead of {Pn}%Ly. We would then directly get the desired space with a basis. However the computation of ||w -Q"w||| becomes complicated while |||w -P£w||| is a simple expression; [8] or [4] is thus used to save us the unnecessary complication.
